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Abstract 
This paper presents a normalization process for handwriting recognition with the ability to accommodate scribbling data of 
different resolutions collected from diverse devices, such as touch screens and tablets. The normalization algorithms aim at being 
position, scale and rotation invariant in order to standardize non-uniform handwriting results from all sorts of users. The process 
starts with identifying the bound of a handwriting. The cropped bound is centered to the origin and then scaled to a default size 
without producing undesirable distortions. Image skew problem is handled by sampling data image of multi-angles through 
rotation transformation to produce extra learning artifacts. Due to the high volume of pixel data, down-sampling is employed by 
mingling neighborhood pixels into blocks to improve learning and recognition speed. Finally, a 2D image is serialized into an 
array of blocks to conduct learning and recognition. The empirical studies show that this proposed standardization approach can 
yield a high degree of accuracy, verified by a number of popular machine learning algorithms. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Human handwriting often varies from person to person. There have been many studies [1] [2] [3] [4] dedicated to 
handwriting recognition. A majority of them put the focus on the learning algorithms. The emphasis of this study is 
on pre-processing [5], because for electronic input devices such as touch screens and tablets, the resolutions of the 
input panels are likely to be different. There is a need to consolidate data of such dissimilarity to become uniform. 
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Besides, people commonly write at arbitrary spots and in different font sizes from time to time. Even by the same 
user, there is no guarantee that the written characters will be placed at the same location with the same size. 
Therefore, it is important to tackle position and scale invariant issues [6]. Besides, the skew on handwriting can 
differ significantly among people as well, e.g., left-handed and right-handed persons commonly have different tilting 
results. This further calls for a need to address rotation invariant problems [7].  
The position invariant concept is rather easy to be understood. Basically, the center points of all the written 
characters by users from a variety of input devices are favored to be standardized to become the same location. Scale 
invariant is in regard to the sizes of the written characters. It is easier for the learning algorithms to recognize the 
handwriting if the sizes are identical or at least very close. Otherwise, there is a need to make them become more 
uniform. Typically, too big a size is practically scaled down while a small size is scaled up. However, the 
transformed result can remain an issue if the scaling ends up distorting the original written shape pattern, thus calling 
for other alternatives. Rotation invariant property can also be a big challenge, because certain characters can become 
ambiguous for recognition when the skew angle goes up more than a certain degree, e.g., 180º of rotation for digits 6 
and 9. 
In this paper, we developed a normalization process to standardize the training and testing data for handwriting 
recognition. The standardization is a pre-process technique and the objective is to satisfy the three invariant 
properties that are crucial to data collected from different occasions, devices or resources. The approach does not 
require the data to be stored as images, which demand huge amount of memory or storage space. Instead, only the 
coordinates of the strokes and finger movements need to be recorded. This will not only offer the flexibility of 
finding the center point of the handwriting quickly for re-positioning, but also make re-scaling more straightforward 
without resulting in an unwanted distortion. The new position and scale are then used as the basis to resolve the 
rotation invariant concern. Multiple rotation angles are rendered as additional learning artifacts to help analyze user 
handwriting with random skews. The newly computed coordinates after rotation transformations are converted to 
images at this phase. The final phase is to further improve performance by congregating or down-sampling data for 
dimension reduction. A small rectangular region of image pixels are grouped together and treated as a virtual block. 
A metric value for each block is calculated based on the number of pixels within the block actually being written. 
Handwriting recognition will ultimately utilize the same default number of blocks and their metric values for 
learning and testing. 
2. Methodology 
There are four phases in the proposed normalization process, including position invariant, scale invariant, rotation 
invariant and data reduction. This section discusses and formulates each phase in details. 
2.1. Position Invariant 
The handwriting data collected from diverse devices for training and testing are likely not at the center location of 
the input panels, as shown in Figure 1, even though the users did not have the intention to do so. The first step of the 
normalization process is to tackle this problem, so that machine learning can narrow down the search space to yield a 
better accuracy. Let the middle point of an input device under use be its origin. The solution is to find the rectangular 
bound of the written character and translate the character from the center point of the bound to the origin. In this 
way, position invariant property is achieved. 
 
Figure 1: non-center position vs. center position 
As stated in the introduction section, handwriting is better stored according to the coordinates of the strokes and 
finger movements instead of as an image to conserve memory usage. When image becomes more convenient to be 
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used for recognition, the coordinates can be utilized to render the image. This approach further gives an advantage to 
promptly find the bound of the handwriting in comparison to the performance of image processing. The following 
formulates the way to identify the bound and its center point for the coordinates, so that the translation can be 
performed to shift the entire written character to the origin of the device in use. Assume a handwriting includes n 
two-dimension Cartesian coordinates to form the written shape and these coordinates are modeled into an n × 2 
matrix M as in Eq. (1). 
  (1) 
In M, element vk = (xk, yk) is a row vector of the real coordinate space R2. Assume min(M) and max(M) are two 
functions that return a vector of the minimums and maximums for the two columns in M, respectively. For example, 
given a 3 × 2 matrix M as below, min(M) returns (2, 3) and max(M) yields (6, 8).  
 
With these two functions, the smallest rectangular bound that encloses all the coordinates are derived as from 
min(M) to max(M). The center point of the bound, denoted as vc can be computed as by Eq. (2) 
vc = (min(M) + max(M)) / 2 (2) 
For standardization, the coordinates of a handwriting are translated according to the amount of shifting from the 
center point of the bound to the origin. It is this operation that helps conform to the position invariant property, 
regardless of where each handwriting was placed. The translation for all the coordinates is done by vector and matrix 
computations as shown in Eq. (3).   
 (3) 
2.2. Scale Invariant 
The second step of the normalization process is to satisfy the scale invariant property. It is typical to see different 
users writing in different font sizes. Even the same person is unable to write the same font sizes from time to time. 
Figure 2 shows a small written size versus a standard size. Similar to the positioning problem, this phase of 
normalization intends to equalize the scale, so that search space is reduced to a smaller scope for learning and good 
accuracy can be obtained. 
 
Figure 2: Small font size vs. desirable scale 
There are two solutions to this problem. One solution is to simply resize the image like zooming in for the 
handwriting result to the standard size. Most of today’s programming languages provide this feature. Sometimes, the 
result can be severely distorted, especially when the written size is far away from the standard one. Figure 3 gives an 
example. It can be seen that the transformed result of digit 2 now also has a high degree of similarity to digit 1. This 
is because the stroke widths also expand according to the scale, causing an undesirable result. 
There are two solutions to this problem. One solution is to simply resize the image like zooming in for the 
handwriting result to the standard size. Most of today’s programming languages provide this feature. Sometimes, the 
result can be severely distorted, especially when the written size is far away from the standard one. Figure 3 gives an 
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example. It can be seen that the transformed result of digit 2 now also has a high degree of similarity to digit 1. This 
is because the stroke widths also expand according to the scale, causing an undesirable result. 
 
Figure 3: Scaling done by image resize through zooming-in 
To resolve this issue, another means is to take advantage of the recorded coordinates. Fundamentally, scaling is 
instead applied to the individual coordinates, recorded from the strokes and finger movements, to re-compute the 
new locations. The new results are then reconnected accordingly. The scaling ratio is set to be identical horizontally 
and vertically in order to sustain the original shape. The reconnection link width can remain the same without 
resulting in a distortion. Figure 4 shows a sample result, where digit 2 is hard to be recognized by handwriting but 
the strokes make the scaled result much more readable. Utilizing stroke sequences offers another important benefit, 
i.e., it is feasible to suggest potential characters in the meantime without waiting for the actual character to be 
completely written. Generally speaking, if stroke sequences were not recorded to be available, the first solution can 
still be an option. Otherwise, this second paradigm provides benefits on memory saving, distortion prevention, and 
real time suggestions. 
 
Figure 4: Scaling done by following strokes and finger movements 
The following formulates the transformation to satisfy the scale invariant property. Let the ideal size for learning 
and testing be fixed with width w and height h. This size is primarily used in the algorithm and is independent of the 
actual sizes of different input devices. The bound’s width wb and height hb of the handwriting can be computed from 
the previous max(M) and min(M) to be (wb, hb) = max(M) - min(M). Either width wb or height hb that is relatively 
closer to the ideal width w or height h is used to calculate the ratio r for both dimensions. This brings the scaled 
result close to ideal and also maintains the written shape pattern. Let max(a, b) be another function for real values 
that returns the bigger value between a and b. Hence, r can be determined by Eq. (4) 
 r = max(w/wb, h/hb) (4) 
In Section 2.1, the handwriting result has previously been translated to the origin. This makes scaling to those 
translated coordinates very straightforward as shown in Eq. (5).  
  (5) 
There is however one important issue about the reconnection of the lines among the new set of coordinates, 
because the strokes and finger movements for writing a character may not always be continuous without a pause. 
For example, digit 2 can be easily written in one stroke, while letter f is more likely to be done with two strokes. 
Therefore, a handwriting information should also indicate the starting coordinate of each stroke. The line 
reconnection between the end coordinate of a stroke and the starting coordinate of its subsequent stroke can then be 
skipped by the algorithm. 
2.3. Rotation Invariant 
The third step of normalization is to fulfill the rotation invariant property. In reality, different people are common 
to write in slightly distinctive tilting styles. This is especially the case between left-handed and right-handed 
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persons. Some written forms are inherently skewed in nature, such as the cursive. The degree of rotation is usually 
difficult or computation expensive to be identified by the algorithm at real time through the examination of the 
handwriting. There is a need for a way to not just determine whether a written character is skewed, but also to 
control the acceptable degree of tolerance on the skewed angles for each character. 
 
Figure 5: A sample of rotation with the value of θ as π/6 
The proposed solution is to account for potential skewing angles in the learning phase instead of determining the 
angle in the testing phase. In other words, the learning phase models the possible tilting range of individual 
characters and the derived model facilitates the testing to yield a better real time performance. Basically, the 
developed algorithm will create multiple versions of rotation for each training data. Each version goes with an 
acceptable degree of rotation transformation. Eq. (6) shows the transformation matrix T with a rotation of θ radiant 
angle for the handwriting. Figure 5 demonstrates a rotation result with θ being π/6. The θ value is normally 
exercised across a specified range to create several skewed samples, e.g., between –π/4 and π/4. In some 
circumstances, the range may vary for different characters. For example, digit 8 and the infinity ∞ are favored to 
have a smaller range of rotation to prevent ambiguity. 
  (6) 
Eq. (7) computes the rotation result for all of the coordinates in M2 of Eq. (5). Note that M2 is transposed before 
matrix multiplication. This yielded result has now taken into account the three invariant properties and can then be 
re-assigned back to the original matrix M without a need of further transformations. 
 (7) 
The previous scale and rotation invariant properties in this study can also be accomplished by the affine 
transform [8] using a 3 × 3 matrix for 2D transformation. Since the position invariant property for handwriting needs 
to be accounted for first, it is unable to be incorporated into the transformation matrix. The affine transform can 
improve the computation time if the number of coordinates for a handwriting is high. The following illustrates the 
reason. One important step of the approach is to augment matrices M2 and T in Eqs. (5) and (6) to become Eqs. (8) 
and (9) before applying Eq. (7). It can be seen that the scale is done only once in the transformation matrix T without 
performing multiplication to individual coordinates in M2. Although the resulting matrix M has one extra column, in 
practice only the first two columns are the new set of coordinates used for learning. 
   (8) 
  (9) 
2.4. Data Reduction 
This section focuses on data reduction for learning and testing after the aforementioned processing steps, which 
satisfy the three invariant properties and create a range of skewed samples for a handwriting. For different input 
devices, the handwriting after the transformations for the three invariant properties can all be limited to the default 
ideal size of width w and height h for the learning algorithm. For the ideal size, there can still be too many pixels to 
account for. If each pixel result is treated as an independent dimension for learning, the number of dimensions can 
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be very huge. This greatly hinders the learning and testing performance. Therefore, it is important to reduce the 
amount of data for consideration without severely sacrificing the recognition ability. 
The proposed solution incorporates the concept of block, which is a rectangular or square shape that congregates 
adjacent pixels into one. Assume a block size is set to be p × q for both training and testing purposes. For the ideal 
size w × h of the algorithm's modeled space, the total number of blocks Nb can be computed as in Eq. (10). 
Therefore, a big block size will significantly reduce the number of dimensions in consideration but with the expense 
of accuracy loss. Therefore, it is vital to find a balance point for the size. To prevent distortion, p and q are likely to 
have the same value. 
Nb = (w × h) / (p × q)  (10) 
The next step is to compute the congregated value for each block. The value of a block is computed as the 
percentage of occupancy for that block. Fundamentally, a p × q block bk with n pixels being written will have a 
congregated metric value ck computed by Eq. (11) as 
ck = n / (p × q) (11) 
This simple coverage paradigm does have a limitation to distinguish different handwriting layouts for blocks that 
have the same value. Nevertheless, it yields a good performance and data reduction rate. Table I shows the pseudo-
code for this coverage algorithm. The returned result is an array of congregated metric values for the serialized 
blocks. 
Table I: The coverage paradigm for a virtual block 
double[] dataReduction(int p, int q) {  // block width p and height q 
        double[] data = new double[(w * h) / (p * q)];   // array for the total number of blocks 
        int idx = 0; 
        for (int i = 0; i < w / p; i++) {  // the number of blocks for width w  
            for (int j = 0; j < h / q; j++) {  // the number of block for height h 
                int sum = 0; 
                for (int k = 0; k < p; k++)  
                    for (int l = 0; l < q; l++)  
                        if (pixel location (j * q + k, i * h + l) is filled)  
                            sum++;    // accumulating the filled pixels in a block 
                data[idx++] = sum / (p * q);  // value is represented by ratio 
            } 
        } 
        return data; 
} 
3. Experiments 
Experiments were conducted to verify and test the arguments of the proposed normalization process. The major 
focuses are to investigate the following aspects, including the effectiveness of the normalization process under some 
machine learning algorithms, the degree of deviation on handwriting recognition with data gathered from different 
sizes of touch panels, the contrast between the two discussed scaling approaches, and the accuracy enhancement of 
incorporating affine transform to satisfy the rotation invariant property. 
The ideal size in algorithm for standardization is default to be 100 × 100, and the block size is set to be 10 × 10. 
Thus, there are 100 blocks in total for modeling an input character. In other words, the number of dimensions in 
learning and testing is 100, regardless of the diverse panel sizes of the input devices. For simplicity, only the digits 
from 0 to 9 are used for recognition. The distribution for individual digits starting from 0 to 9, left to right, is shown 
in Figure 6. 
Our first experiment has the input panel size being the same as the ideal size. Four different supervised learning 
algorithms of the popular tool Weka [9] are applied including the base ZeroR, J48 [10], LMT [11] [12] and SMO 
[13]. There are 69 hand written digits that result in 483 samples in total for learning, because each written digit will 
result in 7 samples, covering rotation angles from –π/4 and π/4 with an increment of π/12. The first row in Table II 
shows the accuracy estimates. 
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Figure 6: The number of samples for digits from 0 to 9 
Experiment two has data collected from other input panel sizes. The width and height are between 100 and 200 
pixels. Following the same distribution, rotation range and algorithms, the accuracy estimates are shown in the other 
rows of Table II. Adhered to the default options and the ten-fold cross validation provided in Weka, there are no 
strong differences in comparison to the outcome of the previous experiment. 
Table II: The accuracy estimates by different learning algorithms and panel sizes  
 ZeroR J48 LMT SMO 
100 × 100 14.49% 71.43% 96.89% 98.76% 
150 × 100 14.49% 70.81% 95.86% 98.76% 
200 × 100 14.49% 69.36% 92.75% 96.69% 
100 × 150 14.49% 69.98% 96.69% 98.96% 
100 × 200 14.49% 68.32% 94.62% 97.72% 
150 × 150 14.49% 68.74% 96.07% 98.76% 
The third experiment is to examine the difference on the accuracy estimates between the two scaling approaches. 
The results in Tables II are all based on the transformation to the stored coordinates during the strokes and finger 
movements. Table III shows the test results that have scaling uses the simple zoom-in method. The accuracy can 
drop significantly because the exercised test data have many samples require zooming in a huge amount. 
Table III: The accuracy estimates for scaling through zoom-in resizing 
 J48 LMT SMO 
Scaling by zoom-in 63.77% 60.87% 69.57% 
The fourth experiment studies the accuracy enhancement of applying affine transformation to address the 
handwriting skew problem. Table IV shows the results without taking into account the rotation invariant property. 
Comparing to the results of Table II that do, the enhancements are evident. 
Table IV: The accuracy estimates without complying with rotation invariant property 
 J48 LMT SMO 
No Rotation 41.40% 46.58% 62.32% 
4. Conclusions 
We have developed a normalization process to standardize handwriting data collected from a variety of resources. 
This normalization process makes learning and testing for handwriting recognition easy, even though the resources 
may differ in their data resolutions. The standardization is accomplished by satisfying the position invariant, scale 
invariant, and rotation invariant properties. Finally, the data down-sampling/reduction phase cuts down the 
dimensions for modeling. Consequently, this normalization process can not only unify diverse data resolutions, but 
also improve the learning and testing performance. 
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The key success of this process is its way of handling handwriting data from the viewpoint of coordinates, instead 
of doing image processing. This way allows the bound of a handwriting to be easily computed, the scaling to be less 
likely distorted, and the affine transformation to be applied to reduce computation overhead. The experiments 
demonstrate the effectiveness of this process under the exercises of a number of machine learning algorithms. The 
data gathered from different sizes of touch panels have no negative impact on the accuracy estimates. The adopted 
scaling approach adhered to the strokes and finger movements prevents distortion caused by simple zooming-in. The 
affine transform ensures the rotation invariant property for the coordinates to be met in the training stage instead of 
in the testing stage. All of these verify the arguments of this pre-processing method to have low memory 
consumption, prompt performance, and good accuracy. 
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